Traffic Alert: Emergency Work Begins To Restore Road And Median
WORK ON MISSION GORGE ROAD TO START ON TUESDAY, JUNE 7.

SAN DIEGO – On Tuesday, June 7, the City of San Diego Public Works Department will start emergency work to restore a segment of Mission Gorge Road that has settled, located between Old Cliffs Road and Greenbrier Avenue.

The segment of road and median was closed off on May 20, requiring the closure of both the south and north bound lanes of Mission Gorge Road.

When work begins, crews will determine why the street lane and median segments settled and then conduct restoration work. Construction hours will be weekdays from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

The public is advised to travel cautiously and to observe the lane closures and caution signage. Including additional time into daily commutes and using alternate routes is recommended.
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